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FADE IN:

EXT. CITY STREET - DAY

A rhythmic symphony of rubber meeting asphalt. A group of 
MEN’S DISTANCE RUNNERS jog down the street. Each sport an 
orange wind breaker. “Vols” in all white across their chests.

SUPER: Knoxville, 1971

DOUG BROWN (20), dark hair, skinny but with a strong frame, 
and DANNY ZOELLER (20), blonde, scrappy, lead the pack.

DANNY
Brownie, man, you gotta lets this 
thing go.

DOUG
I’m better than he is Danny. You 
know that.

DANNY
So does the rest of the team. But 
Huntsman wants you running the ten 
K, and Peterman running the five.

The team takes a right turn at the intersection. “The 
University of Tennessee” is carved into a stone facade 
nearby.

DOUG
Then I’ll just have to change 
Huntsman’s mind.

DANNY
Huntsman doesn’t change his mind 
man. You’d have better chance 
arguing with a wall. 

A car passes by the team, nearly hitting Danny. The car 
honks. Danny flicks him off.

DANNY (CONT’D)
Watch where you’re going asshole!

DOUG
Care to make a wager? Five bucks 
says I run the five K this weekend.

DANNY
What?



DOUG
Five bucks I run the five K at the 
meet this weekend. 

Danny isn’t biting yet.

DANNY
Seriously?

DOUG
Seriously.

Danny mulls it over briefly.

DANNY
Deal man. You got yourself a bet. 

INT. LOCKEROOM - DAY

Male athletes mill about in various states of dress.

A closed office door adjacent to the men’s locker room. The 
lettering reads “Stan Huntsman - Head Track Coach.”

INT. STAN HUNTSMAN’S OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

A letter slammed down on a desktop. The letterhead is from 
“The University of Wisconsin.”

STAN
This is bullshit.

Seated behind the desk is STAN HUNTSMAN (40s), thick wavy 
hair, strong chin, exactly what you think of when “head 
coach” comes to mind.

CARL FEINER (30s), tight white polo short barely hiding his 
thick gut, sits on one side of a worn brown fabric couch. BEN 
SMITH (50s), greying, comb over, sits on the other.

CARL
He is the Big Ten champion, Stan.

STAN
I don’t care if this Larsen kid is 
the world heavyweight champion, the 
SEC doesn’t run the steeplechase.

LAWRENCE MEIJER (40s), barrel chested, rugged, leans against 
a metal filing cabinet, arms crossed. 
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LAWRENCE
Do we have a choice?

Stan rubs his eyes and sighs.

STAN
No, I guess not. We’re going to 
need to field some runners. 
Suggestions?

Neither Carl nor Lawrence pipe up. 

STAN (CONT’D)
Anyone?

Ben hesitatingly raises his hand.

STAN (CONT’D)
Yes?

BEN
We could just ask for volunteers.

STAN
Ben that’s one of the stupidest 
ideas I’ve ever--

EXT. STADIUM - DAY

Stan stands on the track looking up at the athletes seated in 
the stands. Lawrence, Ben, and Carl behind him.

STAN
So I’m asking for three volunteers. 
You don’t have to kill yourselves 
out there, you just need to give 
their guy someone to run against.

Two hands go up on each side of the group, Stan takes note.

STAN (CONT’D)
Keller. Newman. Thanks for stepping 
up. I need one more.

IN THE BLEACHERS

Danny and Doug sit in the middle of the group. Doug leans 
over to Danny.

DOUG
You got your wallet?
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DANNY
Yeah, why?

Doug raises his hand.

ON THE TRACK

Stan looks over to Doug.

DOUG
I’ll do it if you let me double in 
the five K.

A silence falls across the entire team. Danny slowly scoots 
away from Doug.

STAN
You want to double with the five K?

DOUG
Yes sir.

Stan stares at Doug with a glare that could nearly melt a 
hole in through his head. Yet, there’s no sign Doug is going 
to cave.

STAN
Fine. You got it.

IN THE BLEACHERS

Danny just shakes his head.

DANNY
Man, you gotta be kidding me.

DOUG
That’ll be five bucks.

Danny takes out his wallet.

EXT. OUTSIDE THE STADIUM - DAY

Doug and Danny exit the stadium with the rest of the team. 

WADE KELLER (20s), thin and squirrely, and LANCE NEWMAN 
(20s), handsome with long brown hair catch up to the pair.

WADE
I hear this Larsen guy is supposed 
to be something.
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LANCE
Yeah, you think we got any kind of 
chance against him?

DOUG
I don’t see why not.

Danny waves this all off.

DANNY
No way. You don’t know the first 
thing about jumping over those 
barriers man. Remember last year 
when Hank Moss pulled one out of 
the shed, just to mess around? He 
tried to go over one, didn’t jump 
high enough, and caught his balls 
right on top. 

Lance and Wade both cringe.

DANNY (CONT’D)
The guy talked like a chick the 
rest of the season.

DOUG
Moss was an idiot. Look, we run the 
five and ten K. Larsen runs a 
three. By the time he’s gassed and 
hopping over that last barrier, 
we’re just getting started. We’ve 
got as good a shot as anyone at 
winning.

EXT. STADIUM - CONTINUOUS

Stan and Carl flip through some papers on their clipboards.

CARL
You think any of them got a shot?

STAN
I’ll be happy if they don’t kill 
themselves on the water jump.

INT. CLASSROOM - DAY

The PROFESSOR writes some terms on the chalk board. Behind 
him is a classroom with few empty seats.
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PROFESSOR
What is important to remember is 
that the Saxon's influence extended 
as far as north as Norway, and as 
far south as Italy...

Doug sits at a desk in the middle of the classroom. His mind 
focused not on the Professor, but someone else one row over 
and two seats up.

VICTORIA GARNER (20s), long brown hair in a pony tail, no-
nonsense attitude, tries to pay attention to the lecture. But 
something distracts her. She glances back at Doug.

Doug smiles and winks at her. Victoria isn’t amused. She 
sneers and goes back to her notes.

PROFESSOR (CONT’D)
The Saxons resisted both becoming 
Christians and being incorporated 
into the orbit of the Frankish 
kingdom...

Doug looks down to the notebook on his desk. Instead of 
notes, it’s full of a doodle of Victoria in a bikini.

INT. HALLYWAY - DAY

Victoria exits the classroom into the busy hallway, books 
clutched close to her chest. Doug moves through the thick 
crowd and catches her. 

Victoria tries to keep one step ahead of him.

DOUG
You’re in my psychology class too, 
right?

VICTORIA
Maybe.

DOUG
I’m Doug.

Victoria is anything but interested.

VICTORIA
That’s great.

DOUG
I was thinking since we’ve got that 
test coming up next week we could--
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Victoria stops and turns to Doug.

VICTORIA
Look, I’m going to stop you now 
before you embarrass yourself any 
further. You’re not my type.

DOUG
And what is your type?

VICTORIA
Someone who is here to get an 
education, not draw half nude 
pictures of girls in his notebook.

Doug plays it off, acts outraged.

DOUG
What? I’m as serious a student as 
the next guy.

VICTORIA
Really?

Victoria takes the notebook out of his hand and opens it 
right to the picture he was drawing. Busted.

DOUG
What? This? This isn’t--see my 
roomate likes to--

VICTORIA
Sure.

She just drops the note book on the ground and walks away.

DOUG
Can I at least get your name?

Victoria just turns the corner.

EXT. ANDY HOLT AVE - DAY

All brick college buildings adorn each side of the street. 
Heavy car and foot traffic. The distance team jogs past some 
dorms, Doug and Danny in the middle of the pack.

DANNY
So I hear Peterman is pissed you’re 
running in the five K with him.
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DOUG
Then he can get unpissed, because 
it’s happening.

The comment seems to get under Doug’s skin more than he lets 
on. After a moment he jogs up to ALAN PETERMAN (21), tall, 
dark, over confident.

PETERMAN
If it isn’t shit Brown. 

DOUG
You got a problem with me running 
the five K?

PETERMAN
Brown, you’re a ten K guy. Your 
kick isn’t strong enough. While 
we’re crossing the finish line 
you’ll be a hundred meters back 
wondering why you’re such a pussy.

Doug smirks.

DOUG
Alright, care to make a wager?

EXT. CLAXTON EDUCATION BUILDING - CONTINUOUS

Doug and Peterman turn the corner, their legs racing. The 
rest of the team isn’t anywhere to be found.

The pair race through the thick of campus, dodging students 
left and right.

Peterman and Doug neck and neck as they hit the grass and 
take a turn. Doug looses traction and slips. Peterman doesn’t 
look back.

PETERMAN
Sucks to be you!

Doug gets to his feet and races after him.

EXT. STADIUM - CONTINUOUS
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